Built from a legendary aviation background, Fokker Services knows what it takes to simplify the maintenance burden of our customers.

We combine world class operational excellence, innovative material and repair technologies, with customer centric flexibility to create true customer satisfaction. Obsolescence challenges are easily solved through the buying power of our vast vendor base and our exclusive alternative parts design capability. Get the best support with personal attention, let the creative team at Fokker put you above the rest.

Fokker Services specializes in CRJ components and fleet support, currently servicing over 45 different base part numbers. Our expertise includes electrical, pneumatic, and hydraulic systems.

**Innovative Material and Engineering**

Fokker Services goes beyond CMM requirements to give our customers the best technology possible. Our use of alternative material enables significant cost reduction, all with a 21 day TAT.

**Technology for Better Support**

Fokker Services recognized a need in the industry for a material alternative for the 5399-00 anti-ice valve, creating an alternative service support option for the market. Material includes:

- Deflector Assy's
- Jam Nuts
- Inlet Fittings
- Guide Rings
- Large Ring Sets
- Levers
- Metallic Seals
- Override Screws
- Override Screw Cap
- Pistons
- Piston Rings
- Piston Springs
- Poppets
- Poppet Springs
- Regulator Sensor Assy's
- Seats
- Shims and Tubes
- Solenoid Repair Parts

**Direct Customer Benefit**

With our quality, technology and innovation we can save you in excess of 10% with an 18 month overhaul warranty, better turn time, and AOG support. Our flexibility with exchange units, T&M, flight hour or fixed pricing, can meet your operational and financial needs. Fokker Services can simplify your maintenance.
In-House Capability for CRJ Pneumatics that benefit from Fokker Innovation:

- Thrust reverser PDU
- Air Starters
- Pressure regulating and shut-off valves
- Starter control valves
- Check Valves

Our pneumatic expertise extends beyond the CRJ, to many other aircraft types.

Repair will be performed under the EASA and/or FAA authorization and all parts will be released with an EASA, FAA or dual release certificate.

With our world class capabilities we can also simplify your avionics, hydraulics or pneumatics maintenance. All supported by our state of the art web-portal and global logistics network in the Americas, Europe and Asia.

Contact

Fokker Schiphol
Fokkerweg 300
1438 AN Oude Meer
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 20 605 45 46
www.myfokkerschiphol.com

Fokker Aerotron
456 Aerotron Parkway
LaGrange, Georgia 30240
United States of America
Phone: +1 706 812 1700
www.myfokkeraerotron.com

Fokker Airinc
14560 Greeno Rd,
Fairhope, Alabama 36532
United States of America
Phone: +1 251 928 8800
www.myfokkerairinc.com

www.fokkerservices.com